
DAMP WALLS, MOLD,
AND RESPIRATORY
TROUBLES: 
A Robust Solution Against
Damp Walls and
Respiratory Concerns.
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Unveling Time-
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ARE DAMP WALLS AND MOLD GROWTH WREAKING HAVOC ON YOUR
LIVING SPACE? 

WHY CHOOSE MOISTURE BARRIER TREATMENT? 

Introducing our revolutionary service, designed to safeguard your
home and your health.

Here's a comprehensive guide to the innovative technology and expert solutions that
ensure your walls stay dry, free from fungus, mold, and the respiratory issues they can
trigger. Explore how we transform damp walls into guardians of your health, and your
living space into a sanctuary of well-being. Welcome to a future free from moisture-
induced worries. Because UniPro® is your partner in creating a healthier, happier living
environment.

Discover the ultimate solution to damp walls, mold problems, and respiratory concerns. Transform
your living space into a haven of health and happiness. Contact us today and let's build a healthier
future together.

This isn't just a quick fix; it's a time-tested guardian that stands the test of years, shielding your walls
from moisture, mold, and the respiratory woes they bring. Say farewell to dampness and hello to a
healthier, happier living space. Explore the unparalleled benefits of our lasting protection

Can be applied on to a already damp
surface

Healthier Living: Bid farewell to respiratory
issues caused by mold and fungus. Breathe
easy in a fresh, mold-free environment.

Home Bliss: Enjoy a comfortable, cozy, and
dry home that you and your family deserve.

Mold Defense: Shield your walls from mold
invasions and protect your property's value.

Experienced Experts: Our skilled
professionals bring years of expertise to your
service.

Very Hard membrane once cured & handles
negative pressure (pressure from inside) 

Doesn't allow paint or putty to get wet/flake
or peel off in case of surface gettting wet
from inside

Long lasting, years of servive

Can be overcoated with paint

Features Benefits
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+91 9544308555

customerservice@uniprogroup.in

+91 484 486 9060

Alisha Building, Ground Floor, 
Off -Seaport - Airport Road,
Near Sunrise Hospital, Mavelipuram,
Kakkanad PO, Kerala 682030, India.

UniPro® is registered trademark of UniPro Enterprises LLP
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